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Inspections
The Problem with Paper Inspections

Paper inspection forms are inefficient, inconsistently used, and create problems:
Information on paper forms can be unreliable and unreadable
Missed inspections could void a warranty, costing you money
Updating existing inspection forms and locating completed forms is difficult and
time-consuming
After updates, not everyone adopts the new form
Printing inspection forms is costly and requires physical space to store them
Form management missteps create errors in the audit trail and increase your potential
liability in legal, DOT, or manufacturers audits

Solution Overview
Decisiv SRM Inspections helps you create, track, and perform digital inspections, allowing you to
reduce liability for missed compliance, streamline work for asset managers and technicians, and
reduce downtime.
Plus, SRM Inspections can directly reduce
unexpected repairs by enabling you to schedule
downtime for inspections. Proactively manage
your own inspection calendar regardless of
whether the work is done internally or externally.
Any updates to your digital inspection forms are
instantly available throughout your shops and
service providers to ensure inspections are done
uniformly.

Solution Description
There are two Decisiv SRM Inspections solution
options available, so you can choose the one that
best meets your needs.

SRM

for Fleets and Asset Managers
The first option, as part of the Decisiv Advanced package, is perfect for fleets and asset managers
who want to:
Schedule their own inspections
Outsource inspections to their dealer service networks or independent service providers
connected to the platform
This option allows you to schedule the included standard DOT inspection, reducing the time it
takes for inspections to be completed. With this option you can:
Create detailed inspections using Builder in SRM Case
Schedule inspections to be performed using the maintenance scheduler in SRM Case
Deﬁne and designate inspections to be performed by the dealer service network
as scheduled operations.
The second Decisiv SRM Inspections option, as part of the Decisiv
Enterprise package, enables you to:
Schedule external inspections and perform inspection work within
your internal shop.
See a list of pending inspections for an asset
Plus, your internal shop technicians can perform inspections on any
mobile device from any location. With this option you can:
Create inspections using Builder in SRM Case
Use DOT predefined inspection templates
Schedule inspections on the maintenance scheduler in SRM Case
Push inspections to dealer service network as scheduled operations
Provide mobile check-in where technicians can perform digital
inspections that are built using Builder in SRM Case
View a summary of incomplete inspections
Our Technical Services team provides custom support to fleets that want
assistance in creating their own specific inspections.

MORE EFFICIENT OPERATIONS. LESS DOWNTIME.
GO DIGITAL WITH DECISIV SRM INSPECTIONS.
For more information contact:
Amy Forshee
804-762-4153 x1
sales@decisiv.com
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